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 Legal Notices 
 

This book may NOT be sold or given away either in part or full under any circumstances – to do 

so would be a breach of copyright. Only members of the Digital Resale Rights Club have the right to 

resell this package subject to the terms and conditions of the club. 

 
 

This digital product is copyright by Digital-Resale-Rights. 

 

This book is supplied for information purposes only and the content inside does not constitute 

professional business advice. It is sold with the understanding that the authors/publishers/resellers are not 

engaged in giving any accounting, legal or other professional advice. If legal/accounting or any other 

professional assistance is required, the services of a professional should be used. 
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The authors and publishers of this book have used every effort to ensure that it has been prepared in the 

best possible way – however the authors & publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to 

the accuracy, applicability or completeness of this book’s contents. They disclaim any warranties, 

merchantabilities or fitness for any particular purpose. The authors/publishers/resellers do not accept any 

responsibility for any liabilities resulting from the business decisions made by the purchasers of this book. 
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INTRODUCING THE CONCEPT OF CREATING INCOME STREAMS FROM HOME 
 

Thank-you and congratulations on purchasing this book. By investing in “Money From Home” 

you have made a step towards discovering why setting up income streams that can be “switched 

on” and maintained from home is a very wise course of action. This book has been written to 

show you some of the proven techniques that just about anyone can use to start earning an 

income from their armchair.  

 

We’re going to look at far more than just proven ways that you can use to start squeezing money 

from home – we’re going to investigate the importance of planning, what types of home income 

streams would be suited to you and whenever possible we even provide tools, books and 

resources for you to get started immediately. 

 

The good news is that with a little bit of courage, resolve and application it’s really possible to 

create more than a significant income, from home, in a relatively short space of time. Hey, I’m 

not saying it can be done without some serious energy and willingness to learn, test and work on 

your part…but you’re here reading this so I’m guessing you’re pretty serious about wanting to 

earn from home. Some businesses we look at may require a little investment on your part 

(though usually not much!) – others can be started with the change in your pocket. 

 

Let me tell you frankly though, the world is seriously changing. The concept of a “job for life” 

has long gone and in today’s rat race is more fierce than it has ever been. Significantly more 

people go to university so there is far more competition for jobs in general…and workers in the 

western world face threats to their roles from outsourcing (where jobs are transferred to areas in 

the world where they can be done at a fraction of their cost).  
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Plus – if answering honestly, a lot of people would admit that they are far from happy in their 

jobs. Most work for the majority of their lives and rarely earn enough to enjoy life as it is meant 

to be. Most have quite long hours that keep them from spending as much time with their friends 

and families as they would like. Most face (sometimes long) commutes to work. And to top it all 
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off most will never, ever be “rich” (a recent quality publication known as the Sunday Times 

recently revealed that there was not a single employee in the richest 1,000 people…all of whom 

were business OWNERS). Now if that’s OK with you then perhaps you’ve got hold of the wrong 

book. But if you believe you deserve more from life and you’re willing to keep an open mind 

then you really owe it to yourself to investigate the possibility of starting your own highly 

successful business…right out of your home office. 

 

Some good news for you before we move on – thanks to the power and global reach of the 

internet, creating high levels of income from home has never been easier. A little later you’ll 

learn about some incredibly powerful ways to harness this awesome power of the internet to 

create several streams of income…that could keep earning money for you years into the future. 

 

It’s my hope that you find this whole book highly valuable in your quest to start earning an 

income from home. 
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Now let us buckle down to business.
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CREATING A PLAN – WHERE ARE YOU NOW AND WHERE ARE YOU GOING? 
 

This part of the process is incredibly important – please resist the temptation to skip it and head 

right to the “juicy” part where actual techniques for earning an income are revealed. 

 

Do one thing – get a shiny new pad and pen and jot down “Bob’s Business” (obviously, only do 

this if your actual name is Bob). Then, before you even attempt to earn a penny from a home 

business, start drawing up a plan. Here are a few things that you absolutely MUST include in 

your plan: 

 

• What income you wish to achieve from your new home business? What is your target for 

your first year? Targets should be made challenging yet achievable.  

• What about longer time-frame targets? What do you hope to achieve by the end of year 

two…or year five? 

• What type of business actually appeals most to you? Desire in what you do can really pull 

you through the rough times. Jot down a few home business ideas that you feel you may 

be able to start with a bit of interest. 

• Is your business going to be part time to begin with? Do you wish to make it full time 

(and if so what time-frame will you allow yourself to make this happen). 

•  How much time are you willing to invest in making the above a reality? 

• How will you use the profits that are generated – will they be ploughed back into growing 

the business or do you need to withdraw them for personal use? 

• What form will your business take? Will you operate as a sole trader with unlimited 

liability or will you opt for a more formal limited company structure? Both have their 

pros and cons but if you like to play it safe (and limit your personal liability in case 

anything happens down the line) then a limited company may be your preference.  
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• How will you raise finance? Many of the techniques described in this book require little 

or no capital to get started but supposing you decide to do something different – you may 
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want to consider how you will pay for it all. Some sources of finance include personal 

savings, family/friends and bank loans. 

• What other goals do you wish to achieve via your new found home business income? Do 

you wish to quit your job? Buy a new car? Go traveling? Go ahead and write these points 

down as they are very important motivational triggers. When you need encouragement 

return to this segment of your plan and remind yourself WHY you’re putting in so much 

effort. 

 

This is an overview of where you’re heading – you see it has been suggested by people far more 

intelligent than I that if you simply create a sort of “top level goal” for yourself then your mind, 

having something to aim for, is more likely than not to make it happen. 

 

Perhaps you’re still trapped in a job – include in your plan how you will make time for your 

business. Can you shift to a part time job (and can you afford it)? How do you plan to raise 

finance? Are there any areas in your life that you can moderate to help fit in your new plans for a 

highly successful new business? 

 

Have you heard of a very famous old saying: 

 

“If You Fail To Plan, Then You Plan To Fail” 

 

Pure simplicity isn’t it? But also very, very true. It holds especially true when you begin a huge 

and demanding venture such as creating income streams from home. If you do not have some 

written blueprint that details HOW you will achieve $500 or $2,000, or $10,000 per month then 

how can you expect it to become reality? Your mind has nothing to aim for – your efforts will be 

inefficient and helter-skelter – and I’m sorry to suggest that you will probably not end up going 

very far (rather just become disillusioned and give up). Do NOT let this happen to you. 
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People who write down what they want to accomplish, more often than not, get there in the end. 

I don’t know why it’s this way…IT JUST IS. This isn’t something that I just pulled out of thin 

air – entire books have been written with this concept. 

 

So before we go onto the powerful ways of creating an income stream in your PJ’s, why don’t 

we first spend 20 minutes or so to scribble a few things down in that new pad of yours. 

 

Here’s an example of a very simple plan. Let’s say that I’m relying on my homes business to 

generate a part time income of $500 per month – I think most experts would agree that this is a 

fairly achievable target to get within a relatively short space of time. 17 sales of a $29 product 

would get you this target (that’s about a sale every 2 days). You could probably become 

something of an expert at just one of the home business methods described in this book and 

generate this cash target. 

 

If you wanted something approaching a full time income (say $4,000 per month) your plan 

would be somewhat different – this is a more challenging target so your plan may be somewhat 

different (you would need to have access to high quality knowledge, resources and tools – but it 

is certainly achievable). You may want to investigate different methods of producing an income 

so that you have several streams of modest income all generating one large amount.   

 

The point is, determine what you NEED. Then decide on what steps you must take to get to that 

place. 
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Don’t make the mistake of drifting aimlessly – a plan firmly imprints in your mind where you 

need to be going and above all it prompts you to take action. 
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THE CRITERIA TO LOOK OUT FOR WHEN ASSESSING THE PERFECT HOME 
INCOME STREAM 

 

How many people do you know who say things such as “if only I had known, I would have done 

things differently” – they may mean it any number of contexts…their careers, their marriage, 

choice of team to support…etc 

 

The fact is you don’t need a crystal ball to do things and create a happy ending for yourself. This 

is a huge world and there are opportunities to suit everyone when it comes to creating home 

income streams. The very fact that you wish to create an income from home for yourself 

suggests that you already have a broad vision of how you would like to earn money. Your 

biggest challenge now is to find something that suits you down to the ground…and of course 

avoid the masses of junk-information regarding earning from home.  

 

There really ARE a huge number of ways of making money at home. Want to know the simple 

criteria I put in place to analyse a potential home income stream? Here’s what I look out for: 

 

1. The income stream should be easy to understand and should be available to set-up 

from home. Once set-up, there should be relatively little maintenance required – the 

money should start coming in almost on auto-pilot. With some (still promising) home 

income streams this is not always possible but it’s a real plus when you set something up 

and then sit back and watch it earn cash for you day in, day out. 

2. There should be a very good future for the potential home income stream – is it in a 

thriving industry? Is it an in demand niche? You do not want to pour your efforts into 

something that ultimately, will not sell or create an income for you. Research is very 

important here and must be done before you get your feet wet. 
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3. Preferably, the home income opportunity should be something that is not so over-

exposed that everyone has heard of it (and is trying). The lesser known opportunities are 

often goldmines of income, but that’s not to say the more popular and known methods 

cannot be used as well. 
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4. The start-up and maintenance costs should be as close to zero as possible. It should 

not cost you a fortune to start up and operate the home business. Pick up a business 

opportunity paper such as “Daltons” and you will discover no end of franchise and 

business opportunities – I’m sure a lot of them are genuine but many cost several 

thousand dollars and more just to start up. The beauty of the internet is that you can set-

up and operate a business from home at a tiny fraction of that. 

5. The opportunity must be fully operable from home. No need to get hold of special 

grounds, an office e.t.c. 

6. The income opportunity must be GLOBAL – you should be able to operate the business 

no matter where in the world you are. 
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You may want to add in your own criteria to the above (perhaps you need a business that can be 

done on a part time basis and so on). However, when you find a genuine home income 

opportunity that satisfies these criteria you may want to jump on it faster than a flea on a wet 

dog. 
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IT’S A LONG JOURNEY – YOUR ULTIMATE AIM SHOULD BE TO SET-UP NOT 
ONE BUT SEVERAL INCOME STREAMS…ALL PULLING IN MONEY FOR YOU 24/7
 

I’d like to share with you a few simple wealth building concepts that have worked extremely 

well for me. Just as building a plan is important to condition yourself  for success, of equal 

importance is developing the correct mindset.  

 

Mindset One – Aiming For Your Own Business Instead Of Being An Employee 

Have you heard the common belief that a job is far more secure than having your own business? 

For some reason this myth is conditioned into many people, usually from a young age. Yes, a job 

provides a stable and predictable income – but more secure than having your own business? I 

don’t think so…and allow me to elaborate. 

 

As someone who lives in the UK and who has worked in one of the worlds leading investment 

banks I am only too well aware of how fickle “job security” actually is. You see, as an employee 

your entire purpose is to create or save revenues for the company. There is nothing wrong with 

that of course, but let’s analyse it from your point of view shall we? As an employee you can 

never expect to earn the actual value that you make or save for your company. Most of your 

efforts will be reaped by shareholders of the organization you work for…people who you do not 

even know. When the going is good the most you can expect a modest pay-rise/bonus now and 

again and the odd promotion (that brings even greater responsibility). 

 

But when the times get hard you may notice that not only does your pay-rise stop but in many 

cases you are required to work even harder. That’s if you’re lucky. Unfortunately for many 

people, they quickly find that job security simply does not exist – many will face redundancy at 

some point in their life. Then what? They have only one skill – chances are if the company they 

work for is shedding jobs so will others in the same industry.  
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All of a sudden the employee who thought they were safe in a decent job is left on the shelf 

fighting to get another elusive jobs among hundreds (sometimes more) of competing employees. 

Where is the security there? 

 

Then there is the small matter of tax. As an employee you will earn money, get taxed on your 

earnings and then use whatever is left to pay for living expenses and so on. Not so for the 

business owner – (I am talking about the UK here and I suspect the US too). You see, a business 

is one of the secret weapons of the rich. A business makes revenues (the equivalent of an 

employees salary) and then deducts every possible expense related to that revenue before paying 

even a penny of tax. Can you see the beauty of this? Just a few things that can be written off 

against business profits include the following: 

 

• Computers & equipment required for your home business. 

• Travel costs (including local plus international flights/hotel when used for business 

purposes). 

• Broadband costs. 

• Office space. 

• Entertainment expenses if your business involves courting new clients. 

• Employee salary (you may work for your business and thus are entitled to pay yourself a 

salary). 

 

An employee could never do this. For example, even if as an employee you have a PC you 

cannot write it off against your income tax. There is an outstanding book called “Rich Dad, Poor 

Dad” that I strongly recommend that you get hold of. Read it once, twice, several times even. 

The basic premise of the book is the following…the poor and middle classes work for companies 

while the rich own companies.  

 

Mindset Two – Multiple Streams Of Income Are Far Better Than Just One 
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We are fortunate enough to live in an age where almost anyone can set-up highly profitable 

income streams from their own study room. What is the most reliable and easiest way of 
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producing a large income stream? Have a number of different income streams all pulling in some 

cash for you each and everyday. This is very achievable and also presents a lot of security (in 

case in the future one of the income streams dries up). 

 

Mindset Three – Education, Education, Education! 

You know the old saying “knowledge is power?” – it has never been more true, especially as we 

are now firmly entrenched in the “information age”. The simple fact is that the more you educate 

yourself on different ways of making money, the more successful you will become at acquiring 

it. You are reading a really premium resource on ways of making money from home – but even 

after you have finished reading, make it a point to continue your education on a regular basis. I 

know of some people who make absolute fortunes online and they all share one interesting 

characteristic – the desire to learn more about the various ways of earning an income. Adopt this 

mentality and it will be only a matter of time before success and wealth hounds you down and 

forces itself on you. 

 

Now we’re going to look at some of the proven ways that we can use to create income streams 

online, and from home. 

 

Mindset Four – Develop A Winning Mind 

This one is huge – the power of thought is absolutely incredible. If harnessed correctly, it WILL 

provide you with everything you could possibly ask for in life. Conversely, if used negatively it 

has the power to crush even the mightiest person. 

 

Have you heard of a fellow named Jim Edwards? He is a very successful and influential online 

guru who has made a fortune earning a living using the power of the internet. A short while ago I 

signed up to his audio course called “Guaranteed Success Thinking”. This course shows anyone 

how to think their way to success. As Jim himself says, this information should really be sold at 

$29 at least – however you can get hold of it for free below: 

 

Guaranteed Success Thinking Audio Course 
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http://www.guaranteedsuccessthinking.com/
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It does not end there – you can download a very interesting book called “Inside The Mind Of 

Winners” below: 

 

Money From Home Resource Vault 

 

Inside The Mind Of Winners dissects some of the most interesting and successful minds of 

recent times and reveals the attitudes and thought patterns that you can implement to help bring 

about your own success.  

 

Download Inside The Minds Of Winners Here 
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http://www.global-ebooks.com/mindsofwinners.zip
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EBAY – ONE OF THE SIMPLEST WAYS OF EARNING YOUR FIRST THOUSAND 
DOLLARS ONLINE! 

 

Ebay may not be my preferred way of earning money online – there are ways that I will share 

with you that require less effort and will probably reap better rewards. So why have I put eBay as 

the first income stream that you should try out?  

 

“eBay is the simplest and easiest way of earning your first $1,000 online” 

 

Many people who now earn a six figure income from home started out here. Ebay illustrates the 

power of the internet. It shows you just how many people are out there who are ready and 

waiting to buy something from you. It’s a great way of inspiring confidence in yourself and set 

yourself up for bigger and better things. It’s also dead easy – you do not need a website or have 

any special skills other than following simple instructions. 

 

Let me ask a question – and I’ll bet the answer is going to surprise you (it sure did surprise me!).  

 

Q. What percentage of the worlds population do you think is online?  

 

A. Under 5%!  

 

Just think about that for a second – 95% of the world haven’t even gotten online yet. And yet the 

internet is already making some people – not large companies, but individuals like you and me – 

a FORTUNE. Don’t for a minute think that this happens easily – it takes time to find your own 

little niche online, to develop and perfect it – but it’s something you can do on a total shoe-string 

budget, and over time anyone that really wants to can carve out a nice little earning online. And 

looking at the bigger picture, as more and more of the worlds population comes online, imagine 

how successful your business will become as your potential customers grow by leaps and 

bounds, every single year.  
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Earning online is really quite beautiful when you think about it – here’s a chance for ANYONE 

with a PC and internet connection to plug in and start making money…enough to pay your bills, 

sure – but in some cases much more. And lets not forget the comfort factor – your own hours, 

not having a boss to answer to, not having to travel and more time with loved ones…. the list is 

endless.  

 

The quickest and easiest way to earn money online is by selling on ebay – and you may just find 

that even as you develop other income streams you’ll still use Ebay to squeeze money from the 

internet whenever you wish.  

 

Think of these facts – ebays gets a whopping 9,000 new customers signing up every day and gets 

1.5 billion page views every month. And for roughly the cost of a daily newspaper you can 

promote your product to literally an endless source of customers – see that’s the great thing about 

ebay…they GIVE you the traffic that would be very difficult and expensive to get by yourself. 

All you do is plug in your advert click on send and a week or so later collect money from your 

customers. 

 

If you’re completely new to eBay then don’t worry – Below, you can download books that will 

teach you how to become a virtual expert on eBay.  
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Money From Home Resource Vault - Ebay 

 

At the end of this book you will have access to the Money From Home Resource Vault. 

Here you can download a number of resources that will help you to start earning money 

with eBay…fast. 

 

The Ebay section has the following resources: 

 

Auction Big Book - A huge collection of wholesale sources to help you get started with your 

eBay income. 

 

Secret Ebay Marketing - A two part eBook that discusses how you can apply some simple 

techniques to make eBay your personal cash dispensing machine. 

 

Jim Wilsons Ebay Secrets - One of eBays superstars spills the beans on what it takes to 

earn a super-income using nothing but eBay. 

 

Details on how to download these resources are provided at the end of this book. 
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Resale Rights Products – Sell An Instant Empire Of Products In Hundreds Of 
Different Subjects To People Who Desperately Want & Need Specialized 

Information! 
 

You recall how we are in an era known as the information age of course. What is the most 

valuable commodity in this age? Information, of course. It is a fact that people are increasingly 

going online to buy information on all types of subjects to satisfy their needs. The great thing 

about the internet is that information can be offered at practically zero cost to you (the supplier) 

via digital download. Aside from passing on the savings to customers, as an information seller 

you have the power to reach millions of people at a practically negligible cost.  

 

Selling information online is a work-from-home dream – it is facts such as the below that got me 

to start selling information online (and I have never looked back since): 

 

• Near 100% Profit Margins – You have no costs such as paper costs, shop/property 

costs, delivery costs and so on. Download is directly from your web-server, instantly to 

your customers. 

• An Ever Increasing & More Profitable Trend – We saw how the majority of the 

worlds population yet has to venture online. Even so, year on year there have been 

significant increases on the amount of money spent upon information online. 

• Highly Convenient – Having the resale rights to high quality information allows you to 

make money while you sleep – literally! Everything is set-up automatically, from 

accepting payment to the download of the product to your customers PC screen. 
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• Availability Of High Quality Products With Resale Rights For Almost A Zero 

Investment – Do you know that you can get hold of hundreds of stunning information 

products along with premium sales pages for less than you would pay for a meal at an 

average restaurant? You simply have to get people to view the sales pages and it’s 100% 

profits from there on. Have a look at this Resale Rights Club (how do I know it’s a good 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/amember/go.php?r=48&l=uggc%3A%2F%2Fjjj.qvtvgny-erfnyr-evtugf.pbz%2F
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one? I developed it myself from scratch and happen to know that value like this is not 

available anywhere else - I would invite you to research before trying it out). 

• High Income Possibility For Less Work – So how much are people in the information 

and resale rights industries making? Well it depends from person to person but working 

on a full time basis you can possibly earn somewhere in the region of $50,000 to 

$100,000 and even more.  

 

As with all things, it is important to understand that there is a right and a wrong way to go about 

selling information (we’ll also look at more ways later on when we discover ways of profiting 

with highly specialized niche information products). There is a lot of misinformation about resale 

rights, so much so that some people have just given up trying to make money with them. That’s a 

shame but if you follow the advice in this book you can do very well for yourself.  

 

“People from all walks of life are constantly looking for information to help improve their lives, 

make them feel better & fitter & to unlock the secrets of wealth” 

 

Just understand one thing no matter what you may or may not hear about selling information 

through resale rights – present your product to the right target market in a unique way and you 

can become highly successful. 

 

How To Set-Up Your Resale Rights Business The Correct Way & Start Earning Instant 

Profits 

 

1. Choose Resale Rights & Private Rights With Limited Competition -  The potential of 

resale rights and private label products really is huge – but there are also problems. For 

example, open up eBay and you’ll see an endless list of info-products being sold for just 

pennies. These same products are also being sold across tens of thousands of websites – 

and even though there is a huge demand for these products, the competition is so intense 

that many resellers are just unable to make the kind of profits that they would like. 
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The result? There is typically a price war – the products get sold for less and less as competition 

increases until the product is practically worthless and the resale rights holder is unable to profit 

from it anymore. The simple truth is that if you want to make outstanding profits with resale 

rights products you must make sure that the competition is highly limited for the products you 

sell. 

 

You need to get hold of exclusive products that people haven’t seen – that is the one of the 

closely guarded secrets to making an utter fortune with resale rights products. This can be a very 

difficult thing to do because many info-product creators typically will sell their information with 

rights onto as many people as they can in order to maximize their profits. It then filters down the 

system – resale rights clubs pick them up first. Then the members of these clubs sell them on 

their own websites (often with master rights) and the eBay crowd also gets involved, typically 

selling the product for a few dollars (or even worse a few cents) – when that happens the resale 

potential of the product can really end up being ZILCH! Even if the product is absolutely 

fantastic (and there are some great ones out there that have suffered this unfortunate fate). To 

understand why this happens we must dig a little deeper and see the rules and conditions that the 

author of the product sets for resale of the product. Some authors place little or no restrictions in 

terms of who and where their products may be sold. If there are no minimum price constraints set 

then almost inevitably the product will end up on eBay with little or no perceived value (it can 

get so bad that people will not even want to download it for free!). 
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The last thing that you want as a reseller is to invest your limited budget in products that just 

about everyone else is also selling. It’s too difficult a way to make a living and it’s one of the 

first challenges that I had to overcome when I created my limited-membership Digital Resale 

Rights club. Limiting the competition to a strictly limited number of resellers was the ONLY 

way to make a significant income with even the best quality resale rights products so that’s 

exactly what I did. It works great. It’s the equivalent of having a team of ghostwriters, copy-

writers and web-design experts coming up with highly exclusive products for you to profit from 

each and every month. The markets are researched thoroughly to ensure that there is a huge 

demand compared to the highly restricted number of sellers with the exclusive rights to resell. 

Alternatively, if your budget allows it you can also have products designed for you from sites 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/amember/go.php?r=48&l=uggc%3A%2F%2Fjjj.qvtvgny-erfnyr-evtugf.pbz%2F
http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/amember/go.php?r=48&l=uggc%3A%2F%2Fjjj.qvtvgny-erfnyr-evtugf.pbz%2F
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such as eLance – it can cost a couple of thousand dollars to come up with even one premium title 

but as long as you research the market in detail and retain exclusive rights it can be a good long 

term investment.   

 

2. Beware Of WHO You Purchase Resale Rights Products From -  It seems these days that 

everyman and his dog are offering resale rights and master rights. There are a lot of “fly-by-

night” type sellers who frankly only care about making a quick sale. The point is, before 

reselling any title you need to be absolutely sure that you DO actually have the rights to resell. I 

can tell you there have been more than a few times where I have seen resale rights packages 

offered with products where the reseller did NOT have rights to pass on. Typically, the reseller is 

not to know and unwittingly buys the product, offers it for sale (illegally) and has trespassed on 

the author’s rights without even knowing. It can lead to some nasty legal repercussions that you 

really want to avoid. The lesson to be learned here is be very sure you purchase rights from a 

reputable provider.  

 

If this is an important issue with resale and master rights, it is equally so with private label rights. 

You may think you can get content on the cheap – but how do you know that the content you 

have purchased is not copyrighted? Again, it’s very serious to take content that you yourself have 

not produced unless you’re absolutely certain it is from a credible source. I fear that a lot more 

cases of copyrights will be unleashed over the next few years.  

 

3. Find A Quality Host For Your Site – If you do not already have a web-host let me give you a 

hint from experience. Cheaper is not always better!  
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My first website host (whom I shall not name, although I would dearly love to☺ was absolutely 

awful – the server would go down very often and sometimes for great lengths. I dread to think of 

how many sales this all cost me but I realized that having a cheap web-hosting service does not 

always pay dividends. I did what a lot of the newbies reading this will want to do – set-up with 

the cheapest possible host. No, No NO! Please do not do this – as I have learned through 

experience, just about anyone can set-up a hosting company from home. It could quite easily be 

operated from Homer Simpson’s garage. Do you really wish to trust your business with an 
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unproven host like I first did? My advice is that you shop around and find something that suits 

your needs.  

 

Incidentally, in case you’re in need of a highly reliable and all in one hosting solution for your 

site I highly recommend Kavi’s Ultimate Marketing Center. Aside from the quality hosting, you 

get a suite of additional features such as ad trackers, auto-responders, affiliate management 

systems and far more. Above all, Kavi’s customer service is fantastic.  

 

 

4. A Few Words About Getting Resale Rights Based On Public Domain Content – Before 

starting this I have to say that I am something of a fan of the potential behind using works in the 

Public Domain to create your own products. In fact I have been studying Public Domain for a 

while now (click here to see the same resource that I have tutored myself with on Public 

Domain).  
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Yes, there is STUNNING potential with it as you will find out when you read the above report 

but I will say straight up, there are also problems. Major problems. One of the problems is that I 

have noticed an ever increasing number of “Public Domain cowboys” – people who literally 

check a general public domain site for resources and then slap together an info-product to sell for 

a quick profit. I obviously cannot verify this but I suspect that a LOT of them have not hired a 

professional to ensure that the works they have chosen genuinely does fall under the shadow of 

public domain. Let me tell you, there are likely to be a minefield of lawsuits generated by these 

public domain cowboys in the near future – the information era we now live in seems to be 

rapidly turning into the Wild Wild eWest! I have never personally used works in the Public 

Domain for any of my resale rights and private label products – if you purchase such rights I 

would advise that you check with the author that the information within has been verified by a 

professional and does not infringe upon any copyrights. Remember that the law is vast like an 

outstretched ocean – there are many exceptions and provisions that many of us simply do not 

know about so take precautions when venturing the public domain route. And I say this as a fan 

of the potential behind the concept. I would use public domain content only in instances where 

http://ultimatemarketingcenter.com/go/762
http://www.global-ebooks.com/publicdomain.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/publicdomain.htm
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you yourself create an info-product or report from scratch (and even then I would only use PD 

content as a way of embellishing your own content).  

 

5. Accepting Payment Online Is Just So Easy  - If you’re just starting out then I would 

recommend Paypal as a means of accepting payment. Many newbies get nervous when it comes 

to accepting payments online. Don’t be – it’s absolutely crucial to your success and these days 

you can accept online credit card payments from your customers with ease. Paypal is very 

popular on the internet and is pretty cheap to use and is widely known as one of the premier 

choices for transferring money online too – a perfect choice for the resale rights business. 

 

The alternative to this that many resellers use is Clickbank – there are certain advantages to 

Clickbank despite it’s $49 activation fee. For a start, it comes with an inbuilt “affiliate program” 

so that you can get others to promote your resale rights packages (yes – by the time I’m done 

with you, you’ll know how to create superbly original resale rights products that you can recruit 

affiliates with).  

 

There are other options out there, but for resellers these two options are the most popular ones. 

 

As you will discover, Clickbank is really huge and entire books and software packages have been 

created to help you get the most out of it. As you develop your resale rights business you’ll 

almost certainly sign-up for it’s highly convenient affiliate program alone. In case you do sign-

up with Clickbank I’d like to provide you with a neat little CB Script that is very useful for 

anyone using Clickbank. It allows you to do a number of things such as automating thank-you 

messages to your buyers automatically, sending sales reports to you instantly and adds your 

buyer to any autoresponder system that you may have set up.  

 

6. Knowing The Different Types Of Resale Rights That Are Available To You  -A little textbook 

education now – we’re going to look at the different types of resale rights products that you can 

get hold of. 
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https://www.paypal.com/uk/mrb/pal=R9W7RMU5TL5CS
http://gbooks.reseller.hop.clickbank.net/
http://gbooks.reseller.hop.clickbank.net/
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First, you have Limited Use Rights. This is the type of rights you get when you buy a book or 

software for your personal use. You can make a backup copy most of the time, but you can’t 

resell the product unless they have an affiliate program. 

 

Next, you have Giveaway Rights. As the name suggests, you can give the product away as a gift, 

or lead generator, but you can’t sell it. 

 

After that, you have what is called Royalty Rights. With this type of rights, you can resell the 

product, but you have to pay a percentage to the author as a royalty. 

 

Then, you have plain old Resale or Reprint Rights. This means you can resell the product and 

keep all the profits from your sales. You can’t pass on the resale rights to your customers. Your 

customers don’t have the right to resell the product. 

 

One other thing I should add here; when you sell a resale rights product, you are generally 

responsible for support as well.  In some cases, such as hosting, the hosting company might 

provide tech support, but usually, you have to provide your own support—refunds, etc. After all, 

you are making 100% profit from your sales. 

 

If you do your homework, and research your market properly, spend the time to put together a 

killer package, and follow up with your customers, your refunds will most likely be very few. 

 

The next kind of rights you can buy are Master resale rights. This means is you can sell the 

product, keep all the money, and allow your customers to resell the product as well. They can 

also resell the product and keep all the money. Unless it says specifically in the agreement, your 

customer can’t pass on Resale Rights for the product.  

 

They can resell the product, but they can not give permission to their customer to also resell it. 

Most of the time, they have to go to the original author for Master resale rights of their own. 
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Another type of rights you might acquire are called Editorial Rights. These will be the most 

expensive rights you will buy. With Editorial Rights, you can change any of the content, edit the 

links to your own affiliate links, add your own name as the author, whatever you want to do with 

them.  

 

On a rare occasion, you might find a “ready made” book or software that you get Editorial Rights 

to, but you’ll usually pay more for it too. 

 

The below diagram shows the basic difference between normal resale rights and master rights. 

 

 
 

As mentioned previously, most of the time, your customer’s customer has to go back to the 

original author to get master rights to resell the product. This is a major misconception most 

resellers have about Master Rights.  
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Everybody assumes because they have Master Resale Rights to a product, that they are supposed 

to pass the Master Rights on to their customer, and that’s not true most of the time. 

 

 

7. Getting ORGANIZED! 

 

As a reseller you have to deal with a HUGE volume of eBooks. Over time you’ll get hundreds if 

not thousands of downloaded products and it can become very easy to lose track of what’s what. 

If you’re going to play the resale rights game then you need to get seriously organized. 

 

There’s one neat little tool that I have used to keep my eBooks organized and I highly suggest 

that you get yourself a copy. Don’t worry, it’s 100% free from this site. 

 

 

Selling Niche Information Products  

 

We talked earlier about how niche markets can be very profitable sources of income. Now we’ll 

investigate in some more detail on how to get hold of quality niche products with full resale 

rights and some hard hitting strategies that you can use on your niche products to double and 

even triple your niche profits. 

 

Companies and individuals that are either directly or indirectly involved with the information 

trade are in many cases enjoying shocking profits. Do you know how successful companies such 

as Amazon have become? Well to put you in the picture, Amazon (the well known online book 

retailer) recently reported annual sales of over $6 billion. Of course it does sell other products 

too but selling information is a major part of it’s core.  
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Look a little closer to home and you’ll see that profitable websites are springing up in practically 

every niche information segment that you can think of  - and often, the more specialized the 

information the more is charged for the information. Often, these niche information sites are set-
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up in an efficient, autopilot mode and bring in cash for the owner everyday, like clockwork, for 

months and sometimes years into the future – all with minimal maintenance.  

 

 Point in case, my father happens to be a director of a shipping company – recently I noticed him 

engrossed in a report about international shipping strategies. Obviously, a very narrow and 

specialized niche. How much do you think that relatively short report cost? Would you believe 

£75 – that equates to about $130. I doubt that the author spent more than a week creating that 

niche report – every shipping company in the world would probably have wanted to order it…do 

you think the author managed a tidy profit from it? Of course he did. 

 

My point?  

 

“Now, more than ever, quality information sells rapidly, and at high prices – the trick is to 

obtain premium content in high-demand niches with a limit to the competition. Then present this 

information to targeted leads that are looking for it. Get this right and you’ll enjoy niche profits 

beyond your wildest dreams.“ 

 
So what exactly is a niche? Put simply, in the world of information-selling, a niche is a very 

specialized subject. As we saw above, the shipping industry is a very specialized business niche. 

There are thousands of shipping companies out there – all of them want information on how to 

make their specific shipping industry bigger, better and more efficient. They want to know the 

current and future trends that will affect their bottom line. Business owners in the Shipping 

industry niche are willing to pay TOP DOLLAR for information that will help them do this. 

They will pay far more for this specialized information than for say a general book on building a 

business. That is niche marketing, and once you grasp WHY niches are so powerful and how to 

market to them you can create money on demand. Don’t go away, I’ll show you exactly how to 

do this. 
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The great thing about niche’s are that niche consumers are FAR more easy to find, not to 

mention far easier to sell to. Think about it – consumers who are interested in a specific niche all 

go to the same online locations…they subscribe to online ezines and post at their relative niche 
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forums. Offer them a fresh new product that targets their interests, needs and desires and they’ll 

gladly whip out their wallets and stuff cash into yours to get it. Niche markets are my dream, and 

by the time I’m done with you they’ll be your dream too. 

 

What Niche Products Should You Be Selling? 

 

Now we come to a very exciting part in the book. I’m going to just reveal to you exactly what 

niche markets are red-hot – and I mean just crawling with potential customers desperate to give 

you their cash in return for premium information that satisfies their requirements.  

 

I’ve been researching niches for quite some time now – I’ve noticed that there are some niche 

categories that are perfectly suited for information products. They fall into these broad subjects: 

 

• Make Money From Home Niche – People say that this is becoming a crowded place. 

Don’t believe them, this industry is growing from strength to strength as more and more 

people venture online to earn extra cash. Given that not nearly the world’s population is 

online YET, the scope to teach others high quality ways of making money using the 

internet will vastly increase over time. Teach people a convenient and proven way of 

making additional income streams and you can bet that product will sell very well. 

Would you like an example? Not many people know the potential behind selling popular 

music/concert/sports tickets at huge mark-ups. By knowing a few simple tricks you can 

get hold of popular tickets that are sure to sell out before the event. Then you simply put 

these tickets in front of millions of ebay buyers and watch the bids accumulate. If you 

could teach people how to do this for themselves, do you think they would be interested 

in buying that information from you? Of course they would. See for yourself - “How To 

Make HUNDREDS Per Day As A Ticket Broker”.   
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In my view this is the strongest niche to be involved with – a few good resale rights 

products here and you really have the opportunity to create some incredibly strong 

income streams. Before developing my Digital Resale Rights club, one of my strongest 

selling books was a book showing people how they can earn an income by recycling cell 

http://www.global-ebooks.com/tickets.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/tickets.htm
http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/mobilesindex.htm
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phones for cash. It showed people a very different way to the norm of making money 

from home in a very lesser known niche. Incidentally, if you’re interested in this product 

it is available with full resale rights with membership of the Digital Resale Rights Club.  

 

• Relationships, Online Dating & Prosperity Niches – Like the “make money” niche, 

people want information on how to make their lives happier. There are several niches 

inside this broad category and we’ll investigate a few of the opportunities shortly. Do you 

know that in the Overture search engine alone there are over 780,000 searches for 

“online dating”? The actual figure for people searching this on the internet would be 

several multiples of this when you consider that far more people use other engines such 

as Google. Imagine the potential if you were able to get hold of powerful resale rights 

products in these niches.  

 

• Weight Loss, Health & Fitness Niches – Again, a basic theme that almost all human 

beings have a vested interest in. People want to look and feel good – they will pay for 

premium information on how to lose weight, eat healthily and how to generally look and 

feel good. With high quality niche products you will have the ability to target literally 

several millions of people who have a considerable desire for the product you’re offering.  
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• Recipe, Food & Drink Niches – Food is BIG business. People want to know how to 

cook delicious food. Wander into any book store and you'll see scores of recipe books - 

food books have always been good sellers. I don't know about you but my bookshelf has 

at least 15 recipe books. Take a look at just one months results on overture for soup 

related results alone: 

 

soup 53,203 

soup recipe 29,715 

potato soup recipe 11,139 

cabbage soup 11,663 

french onion soup 10,912 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/mobilesindex.htm
http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/amember/go.php?r=48&l=uggc%3A%2F%2Fjjj.qvtvgny-erfnyr-evtugf.pbz%2F
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chili soup 10,445 

tortilla soup recipe 9,950 

french onion soup recipe 9,156 

cambell soup recipe 8,769 

vegetable soup 8,461 

taco soup 7,863 

vegetable soup recipe 7,699 

cabbage soup diet 38,651 

potato soup 15,051 

chicken soup 11,112 

chicken soup recipe 7,823 

campbells soup recipe 7,101 

tortilla soup 9,798 

chicken noodle soup 9,023 

broccoli cheese soup 8,469 

soup diet 8,411 

cabbage soup recipe 8,818 

chicken tortilla soup 6,315  

 

Now this search was done back in April - and it doesn't include the results of the big 

hitting search engines like Google or Yahoo. The actual figure would be far higher if we 

included results from those engines. The point is there is a huge demand for soup recipes. 

Overture alone resulted in 300,000+ results. 

 

Now what if you could instantly provide a high quality product to satisfy the demands of 

these people? Take a look at this: 

 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/soup.htm 

(Note – don’t buy this product…you’ll see why below, I have just used it for 

demonstration purposes). 

 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/soup.htm
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There aren't any shortage of ways that this book could be marketed. For example, you 

could write articles featuring soups and leave your signature link to the full product.  

 

You could create your own info-product - perhaps 20 free soup recipes and promote the 

full book from within your book. Then give away your product free and create a viral 

campaign (there are lots of places where you can give away your eBook). If you have 

access to several recipe ebooks with resale rights you can even set-up a membership site 

and charge people a reasonable monthly fee to access the site (adding more recipes on a 

monthly basis of course).  

 

By the way as I was saying above do not buy the product from here, as both the soup 

eBook and an entire suite of premium cookery, recipe and drinks eBooks are available 

with full master resale rights with your membership of the Digital Resale Rights Club.  

 

• Plus Several More High Demand Niches – The above are just some of the proven 

niches that are out there. The fact is that you can potentially target anything that has a 

relatively high appeal where there is useful information that can be packaged into a 

digital product. It would be impossible to provide you with every single potentially 

profitable niche market because there are simply too many.  

 

OK, you’re now aware of some of the types of niches that have large markets crawling with 

hungry buyers. Now, we’re going to see how you can research niches all by yourself.  

 

How To Research Niches For Yourself 

 

Let me tell you one thing very frankly…and this little tip will save you a LOT of time, expense 

and heartache when you start selling to potential niche markets: 

 

“It’s ALL about the RESEARCH!” 
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What does that mean? Well put simply, before you invest your time and money in producing (or 

purchasing) a niche product to sell, you had better make sure that the DEMAND for it is there. 

That’s what we’re going to look at in this section. 

 

So just how and where do you begin? There are millions of  possibilities…an endless list of 

potential niches – pick just one good product in one popular niche and it could mean big things 

for you. Having said that, it’s really not as easy as you might think – you DO need to research 

thoroughly, then try and find a premium quality product in that niche with resale rights (or learn 

how to produce the product yourself). It’s crunch-time. Grab some hot coffee (or if you happen 

to be in England like me…some nice tea ☺). 

 

I used to hate maths as a kid. I sucked at it and I could never see the point. One of the things I 

didn’t like about it was that there was just ONE answer. You were either right or wrong. Well the 

great thing about finding niche markets and niche products to sell is that there are multiple “right 

answers” – several different ways of doing things to make good profits.   

 

Before going on, I will indulge in some shameless self-promotion and just let you know that if 

you would like over 100 premium niche products with resale rights you can grab them and start 

making money immediately – I am of course talking about the Digital Resale Rights club. In 

addition to a huge array of premium niche resale rights products (including audio & video 

products – the future of information products) there are exclusive resale rights products that are 

unavailable anywhere else on the net.  

There – I feel so much better now ☺  

 

Now back to our niche researching. Let’s identify exactly what we’re looking for now when 

we’re searching for a niche market: 
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• A market with a relatively large population of prospects. We DO want a specialized 

niche, but we don’t want to venture into a market where there are too few prospects. Too 

many people wrongly associate the word “niche” with a small market. No – a niche is 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/amember/go.php?r=48&l=uggc%3A%2F%2Fjjj.qvtvgny-erfnyr-evtugf.pbz%2F
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simply a specialized and targeted market. A niche can have several million (or more) 

prospects in it. As we saw above, the home business market is a niche market – so is 

“advanced rat trapping techniques”. Now I don’t know about you but I would much 

rather be involved with the former! 

 

• There Should Be Limited Competition For The Niche Product You’re Selling –  

Those of you who read my Resale Rights Empire book know that it’s highly important to 

resell products that have strictly limited competition. The same applies for any niche 

product that you’re selling…if you’re buying a niche product with resale rights then you 

need to ask yourself how many people are selling the exact same thing. Try and obtain 

rights with a limit to the number of licenses issued. You will also need to find a way of 

presenting the niche product with a very unique twist (offer something extra or different 

that prospects can ONLY get through you). 

 

• The niche market is in a growing industry – more and more people should be 

interested in the theme (as we saw, making money and health/fitness are perfect examples 

of this). You would not for example want to launch into a shrinking niche…for example 

technologies that could be deemed to be on the way out such as VHS cassettes (gradually 

being replaced by DVDs) or black and white televisions! 

 

• The niche should be reachable – there should already be several newsletters, forums, 

websites and even offline publications related to it. This is important because the more 

avenues there are, the easier it will be to present your product to your red-hot targeted 

prospects (and at a lower cost).   
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• The prospects in the niche should be willing to pay for information – the last thing 

that you want is to invest your time, money and energy to develop a product that targets a 

niche where people wont pay for the information. You would not for example start up an 

“internet newspaper” and expect people to pay money for it everyday…because you 

already have award-winning sites such as BBC or CNN that do this for free. It’s 

http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/rrempire.htm
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important to set out the plan for your niche product before taking any action. 

 

After brain-storming you may have a number of potential niche ideas – and of course you’ll have 

several keywords for them. I’m now going to share some free tools that you should be using 

when determining the viability of your niche. 

 

The first tool is provided by Overture (a Pay Per Click search engine). It’s totally free and you 

can view it here: 

 

Search Term Tool 

 

How To Use The Overture Search Term Tool – let’s say you’re choosing between two 

potential niches. One is a book targeted to the home business niche and the other is a book on 

how to build a rat trap (you understand I’m not obsessed with rats or anything – I just keep using 

it because it’s rather an obscure niche so it highlights my point rather well).  

 

Here’s one way you could find out which of these has more potential – use the search term above 

to find out how many searches were performed on keywords related to your topic – the results 

will show how many people searched for that term in the previous month.  

 

The home business search returned the following: 
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So on overture alone you can clearly see that the top result for home based business returned 

over 61,000 results in just one month – expect the true value to be far higher than this (for 

example if you included results from the big hitting engines such as Google). Potential here? Oh 

yes – lots and lots of people in this niche, many of whom will pay to get information about 

setting up their home business. 

 

Lets compare it with the rat-trap niche: 
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Not really what we would want in a niche market is it? Just 66 search terms in a month. You 

would also ask yourself, just how much could you realistically charge for this information? 

 

If you have a list of potential niches that you are researching this tool should give you an idea of 

how many potential prospects each niche may have. Incidentally, there is a free piece of software 

called Good Keywords that features the same type of search, except it includes additional search 

engines too. You can download it here free. 

 

Another free keyword tool that I have used before with some interest is Google’s very own 

Sandbox tool. This actually comes up with several additional and complimentary keywords in 

your niche. This may be especially useful when you’re setting up an Adwords campaign as many 

of you no doubt will go on to do. You can access the Sandbox tool here.  

 

Those of you who are familiar with selling information online will probably be aware that there 

are no shortage of eBooks & software that exist with the sole purpose of showing people how to 

identify and set up keywords relevant to their products. One of the best resources I have seen on 

this is “How To Build HUGE Niche Keyword Lists” by a rather well known fellow called Louis 

Allport. This little gem is actually a Video eBook and you may be interested to know that it’s 

actually included with full resale rights with membership of the Digital Resale Rights club. 
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OK – now you know exactly what types of niches are popular,  and you know how to research 

niche markets for yourself. Hang on tight, I’m going to teach you how and where to create highly 

desirable niche products that will create powerful income streams for you years into the future. 

http://www.goodkeywords.com/
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordSandbox
http://www.global-ebooks.com/keywordsindex.html
http://www.digital-resale-rights.com/amember/go.php?r=48&l=uggc%3A%2F%2Fjjj.qvtvgny-erfnyr-evtugf.pbz%2F
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Powerful Strategies That You Can Use To Create Instant Profits With Your Resale Rights 

& Niche Information Products 

 

There are several different ways of setting up profitable niche income streams. It’s really up to 

you how you set-up and create your niche products – some may take weeks (or longer) while 

with other methods that I will uncover you could be up and accepting orders in as little as a few 

hours from now. Bottom line – it’s time to get hold of your niche products now. 

 

Here are the main routes that you can take to come up with niche products to sell: 

 

Create Your Own Niche Info-Product From Scratch 

 

Assuming you’re confident with the research that you’ve carried out, the longest and hardest way 

of setting up a niche product to sell is to actually go out and write the product yourself. This may 

seem daunting if you’ve never written a book or created a product before, but it’s an option well 

worth exploring. Info-product creators have the luxury of being able to set the terms and 

conditions of the information they offer for sale.  

 

 

Acquiring High Demand Niche Products With Resale Rights 

 

This is by far the quickest and easiest way of establishing a fast, profitable presence in any niche 

market. As the demand for premium information grows (in all types of niche markets), so we’re 

seeing more and more resale rights products appear. Now I’d like you to pay close attention to 

this segment because I’m going to tell you exactly what you need to do with your niche resale 

rights products to make them sell like hot cakes. 
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1. To Sell ANYTHING Online You HAVE To Offer “Perceived Value” -  You’ve got a 

great niche product with rights to resell it. You have the advantage of knowing that you 

can focus your marketing efforts to a targeted crowd (that you know exactly how and 

where to reach). A crowd that is very interested in your niche product. You’re in a good 
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position – now you need to really to make these guys an offer that they just can’t refuse. 

How do you do this? By creating something called perceived value. This simply means 

that your product has strong purchasing appeal – you have made the deal so good that no 

one in their right minds would turn it down. 

 

But how can you get your niche product to this stage? Well, get inside your customers 

minds and ask yourself what it is that would tip them over the edge and make them buy 

your offer. One good way is by offering a unique, high value bonus that is ONLY 

available through you. For example, lets take a look at another absolutely HUGE niche 

market – cars. This market has a potential target of several million people and you’ll see 

an endless supply of newsletters, forums, websites etc related to cars. Let’s look at a 

product that would appeal to a huge population in the car niche – How To Get A  Free 

Car & Get Paid To Drive It. You’ll see that a lot of people would be quite interested in 

the product – but take a look at the bonus product. It’s a lifetime membership to a Book 

& Software Club that ordinarily costs £49 (approx $84) – can you see how this adds to 

the entire perceived value of the product? Many people on the edge of ordering would be 

swayed by this highly valuable bonus. By the way in case you’re interested in obtaining 

the product and resale rights, it’s available with membership of the Digital Resale Rights 

club. 
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Allow me to illustrate another example of how to create perceived value (and this is more 

for those of you who will go on to produce your own niche products). One of my recent 

releases was an all inclusive resource called The Complete Info-Product Creation 

Toolbox. There have been some real best-sellers out there showing people “how to create 

an eBook in X days” and so on, a couple of them being quite good in fact. However I 

noticed one thing in even the best of them – they only gave advice. Every time the 

newbie info-product creator needed to get hold of software, for example to create PDF 

files or add audio onto their site, the book would point it’s affiliate link to a 

recommended resource – so much so that the reader had to end up paying an additional 

$150 or so to do everything the books suggested. There was my opening – When it came 

to producing The Complete Info-Product Creation Toolbox,  I immediately scooped up 

http://www.global-ebooks.com/freecar.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/freecar.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/bookvault.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/bookvault.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/infokit.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/infokit.htm
http://www.global-ebooks.com/infokit.htm
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the master rights to several resources and software that every info-product creator needs 

in addition to the basic “how to” info, and included them as part of the package. The 

result? Instant perceived value.  

 

What do you think most potential info-product creators would prefer – a “how to” eBook, 

or a “how to” ebook plus all the software needed to get started? Pretty obvious isn’t it. 

Here’s another method of creating instant perceived value if you’re an info-product 

creator. Throw in unique bonuses that your prospects just can’t get anywhere else. Get 

this right and not only can it be the difference between a hit and miss sale, but some 

customers may buy your product especially for the bonus – if it’s something so unique 

and valuable that they haven’t seen elsewhere. Now I’m not suggesting you spend a week 

of 12-hour days slugging away to produce the “bonus of the decade”. No, you simply 

have to identify your customer’s needs and figure out what other information you could 

provide that will clinch that sale for you. That bonus could come by way of a high-power 

special report or perhaps even a piece of complementary software that could benefit the 

user. 

Hopefully you now understand the importance of creating a high level of perceived value 

in the minds of your customers and prospects. When you think about it, we live in the 

internet age where online information is available everywhere – much of it free. What’s 

the difference between your prospect choosing between your product, a competitors 

product or free info? Perceived value of course. 

 

 

2. To Rise Above The Competition You Need To Imprint Your Unique Selling Point 

(USP) On Your Product! If you have obtained resale rights to a niche product that a lot 

of several thousands of people are selling, what will you be doing to differentiate yourself 

from them? It’s the very thing that makes you “different” that is your unique selling 

point. We saw above how critical it is to create perceived value – equally so, your unique 

selling point follows on from that. Here’s how you can create instant USP for your 

product: 
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First, differentiate from the crowd – create a “unique selling point” that is not available 

anywhere else. Instead of just uploading your resale rights products as soon as you 

purchase, why not add to the offer by throwing in some alluring bonuses? What other 

resale rights products do you have that will “compliment” your featured product. Let me 

show you what I mean. You may or may not know that it’s possible to make a lot of 

profits just by adopting a few simple strategies on online forums. One piece of software 

that is highly regarded for this is Russell Brunson’s Forum Fortunes – now a lot of 

people recognized just how powerful this software was, and like me, they got hold of the 

resale rights once they were available. The software appeals to just about anyone who has 

an online business. Great, but how did I manage to compete against the many others who 

also purchased the rights to the software? Simple – I put my own USP in – I offered two 

bonuses that potential customers could only get from me. One you’ll recognize is the 

same Book & Software club, and the other was another exclusive product only available 

through me - an Advertising Toolkit (as many people who would be interested in the 

software would also want to know how and where to find highly effective advertising). 

Here’s the potent package that I created with my resale rights product. Very different to 

what a lot of people would have done – simply upload the offer just as they purchased it.  

 

The second thing you can do to add perceived value is tweak the sales page a bit. Some 

resale rights products have questionable sales copy and graphics (even if the product is 

great). This is wonderful news for you – get in there and make it better (making sure of 

course that the author allows it – most do). I assume you read your resale rights products 

before selling…so what benefits most impressed you about the product? What about the 

format and graphics of the product – can you create “instant perceived value” by 

improving these? These adjustments should take no more than a day, yet the positive 

benefits will be clearly seen through increased sales of your resale rights product. 

 

A Highly Powerful Niche Profits Strategy That You Can Use Right Now To Create Instant 

Profits With Your Niche Products In Record Time 
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Now I’m going to show you a simple, yet little known strategy that you can use right now to 

break into instant profits with your niche products. I’ll also show you a neat and easy way of 

getting instant recognition as an info-product creator and getting back-end income from your 

niche resale rights products. 

 

At this stage you’ll have identified the niche product that you wish to sell. I am assuming that 

you’ve purchased the resale rights to a quality niche product and a few relevant bonuses. Here’s 

what you do: 

 

1. Create an info-product which contains the download links for your niche resale rights 

products inside. Along with the download links you can direct the customers to your 

other products that would be beneficial and of interest to them. You can write a short 

paragraph about using the benefits of the product before directing them to the sales page. 

It’s very important that you provide some informational value before directing them to 

the sales page. You should have quite a bit of knowledge on the niche you’re selling to 

(you may have researched it pretty well to get to this stage) – so add in more valuable 

content that the product you are selling does not include. 

 

2. As the customer downloads their products from within your book, they will read your 

insightful comments and this will create a positive vibe in their mind.  Even if you don’t 

have other products you can include an affiliate link to another high quality product that 

they may be interested in. This will create a viral income stream for you as several 

targeted prospects are viewing your other products/affiliate sales links while they 

download the initial product. 
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This technique is called “working the backend” and it’s one of the biggest advantages that info-

product creators have over resellers. Well guess what – now you can have the best of both 

worlds. Just be a little careful and make sure the resale rights products that you’re selling are 

allowed to be used in this way. Mainly there should not be a problem, but always check the terms 

and conditions before doing anything creative with your products. You never know how an 

author may react if you trespass their terms and conditions.  
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By the way, for those of you who have never written an info-product before do not worry. This is 

very different from writing a full book – you’re simply adding some useful light content to your 

already fantastic niche product. If you have access to Adobe Writer (or The Complete Info-

Product Creation Toolkit ) you can literally create this kind of package at the push of a button.     

 

 

It’s Vital That You Capture Your Prospects Email Address 

 

In case you’ve never heard it, there is a very potent adage in the world of online marketing that 

goes something like this: 

 

“The Money Is In The List” 

 

It’s a short, snappy and very true piece of advice. Here’s how it works – you gain the niche 

customers trust (for instance by providing highly valuable content by way of a newsletter or free 

bonus item). You then keep in contact with the person, again by providing valuable content 

through your newsletter. When they trust you they will hopefully purchase your niche product. 

Now as you get more and more subscribers to your niche newsletter, you can offer additional 

products to these people that will be of interest to them. It’s very important that you constantly 

aim to grow your list, and of course build a very good relationship with them.  

 

Set-Up A Turn-Key Niche Product Site – Get It Profitable – Sell It For A Huge Mark-Up… 

And Repeat! 

 

This strategy can be implemented in a few days and can be used to generate some very good 

profits from niche products. As you may know, niche products are being sought after more and 

more. Good quality products with high-converting sales pages can sell at a real premium.  

Here’s a strategy that you can implement with a view to setting up and selling niche product 

websites: 
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1. Find a niche market with high demand and relatively low competition. Locate a premium 

quality product in that niche with resale rights (the product should be relatively fresh). 

Find additional bonuses that can be added to create a quality package with high perceived 

value. Of course, if you’re inclined (and have the time) you can also create a brand new 

niche product yourself. 

 

2. Create a high quality sales page & graphics for the product, making sure it is loaded with 

a sense of perceived value and has a unique selling point.  

 

3. Set-up a domain name for it (these can be snapped up for a few dollars these days). 

 

4. Set-up promotional materials for the niche product – banners, articles, solo adverts and 

even an email course that can be plugged into an autoresponder.  

 

5. Set-up a way of accepting payment for the product that works. If you have the ability 

start pointing traffic to it too. 

 

Do you see what you have done? You have created a turn-key business that you can sell at a 

significant premium. The more unique your niche product, the more “punch” you’re able to 

give it, the better the response will be when you try to sell it. This sort of package CAN be 

put together in a few days and sold for a few hundred dollars. You can even keep doing this 

and create an income from setting up specialized niche products if you wish. 

 

By the way, if you would like to know exactly how you can use niche resale rights products 

to generate highly powerful home income streams then you may wish to check out Resale 

Rights Empire. It is also available with membership of the Digital Resale Rights Club. 
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Money From Home Resource Vault – Resale Rights & Niche Products 

 

At the end of this book you will have access to the Money From Home Resource Vault.  

 

The Resale Rights & Niche Products section has the following resources: 

 

Five Premium Niche Products With Full Resale Rights  - You will get access to five niche 

products in high demand areas. These come with full deluxe sales pages & graphics so that 

you can start profiting with resale rights products immediately. 

 

30 Minute Marketing Miracle - A two part eBook that discusses how you can apply some 

simple techniques to make eBay your personal cash dispensing machine. 

 

Details on how to download these resources are provided at the end of this book. 
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CREATING YOUR VERY OWN INFORMATION PRODUCTS TO SELL 
 

We have examined the use of quality resale rights products as a way of creating an instant 

home income stream – we have looked at ways of chopping and changing these products so 

that you are able to present a high quality product loaded with perceived value. That’s great 

and it will work wonders.  

 

Now we’re going to look at actually creating your very own information product, from 

scratch, to sell for high profits. If you think this cannot be done you may be in for something 

of a pleasant surprise when you read the below. Ordinary people have created superb 

products from home, using the same tools that you probably already have in your hard drive 

(or you can get at a total snip). 

 

You CAN produce your own exclusive information product – if you are completely new to 

making money from home then I would start with eBay and resale rights simultaneously and 

then move on to creating an income from your own info-products. 

 

As someone who has created a suite of information products that have sold for as much as 

$97 I can tell you there is a formula that just about anyone can apply and succeed with info-

products. There are also certain tools that you need to have to create quality info-products. If 

you would like to know both the formula as well as have all the tools at your disposal I 

strongly suggest you pick up a copy of The Info-Product Creation Toolkit. Now the toolkit 

costs $69 ordinarily but you’ll be delighted to know that you can pick it up along with 

hundreds of other tools, software & resale rights products at the Digital Resale Rights Club 

(and for a fraction of that price). 

 

Why Create Your Own Information Products? 
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• With eBooks you have instant, digital download. You do not have to ship a physical 

product and you pay nothing towards printing/material costs and so on. This is a business 

http://www.global-ebooks.com/infokit.htm
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where you have close to 100% profit margin and that should be exciting for any 

business owner. 

• It’s possible to make money with your eBook in an automated way – whether you’re 

sleeping, playing golf or doing other things your eBook can pull in orders from your 

website without you having to be present. Can you say that about most other types of 

businesses?  

• We have passed over onto the “information age” – right now people are willing to pay 

good money for the information they need. Ebooks satisfy their hunger immediately and 

there is no end to the number of topics that you can create a profitable eBook on. 

• The “prestige factor” – let’s face it, it’s pretty cool to be known as a respected author. 

• Earlier, we spoke about backend income – as the internet becomes more and more 

automated this there will be more and more scope for you to profit from this type of 

income. Imagine the potential – you can create products in any niche, target any market 

and pull in back end income from just one product for years into the future. Powerful 

stuff. 

 

Now let me tell you that creating just one good, well marketed eBook on the internet can put 

some serious money into your bank account. If you’re worried that you’re “not a writer” let me 

tell you, it is not important. If you have a basically good grasp of English and can communicate 

your ideas onto paper then you have what it takes to write a very profitable eBook. Whether you 

wish to write fiction or non-faction, and on whatever topic, you’ll find that once you’re 

underway the pages will almost start writing themselves.  

 

Researching Your Market – Don’t Start Writing Before Doing This 

 

It would be absolutely suicidal to start writing your own info-product without actually 

determining if there is a market for it or not. Here are the key things you will need to ask 

yourself before deciding on your eBook topic. 
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• WHO are my customers going to be and HOW MANY of them are there? You can 

discover this by doing a basic search on google and  seeing how many results come up. 

You should also visit ONLINE FORUMS on your chosen topic and see what are the hot 

topics of discussion – jot down the issues (and solutions) that have stirred up the most 

interest as you’ll be including them in your book. Ask yourself, are there enough 

potential customers in this ebook topic to justify you writing a top-quality information 

product? We both know you’ll come up with an outstanding product but is it worth 

your time? You also must find out if your target customers will be willing to pay for the 

information you provide.  

• Who are your competitors? From google find out who they are and go through their 

websites – what information are they providing and how can you improve on their 

products. Contrary to what you may think a few competitors can actually be a good thing 

as it indicates that there is a waiting market for your proposed product.  

• What potential is there to work in some back-end revenue to your book? Are there some 

top quality products that you can affiliate with that are complimentary to your book?  

 

Online Forums are an absolute goldmine of information for your research, whatever topics you 

wish to include. Here are some great forum search engines that will find forums for any niche 

that you intend to write your eBook on: 

 

Find Your Forum 

 

Forum Guide 

 

Forums Info 

 

Forumzilla 

 

Forum Showcase 
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Forum Finder 

 

Forum Directory 

 

Forum One 

 

Board Reader 

 

Everything you need to know about the book you want to write is in the forums. Look for 

problems that you can solve. Look for other common problems that already HAVE been solved 

by other posters – all of this is ripe to include in your book (obviously you should never just 

copy things you see on forums directly into your book or you will find yourself in trouble!). I 

believe in forums so much that we’ll be returning to them when it’s time to market your eBook.  

 

After researching forums, and search engines you should be aware of whether your book has a 

future. This key step has not only identified whether a market exists for your proposed ebook, 

but has also provided you with some key topics for inclusion. 

 

What Topics Should You Write About? 

 

If you already are an expert or have knowledge of a popular topic then that is an ideal first niche 

for you to pick. Perhaps you have a passion for something that a large group of other people also 

have an interest in. Sports, Star Wars or Traveling for example. If this applies to you then 

creating an information-product on your field of expertise is something you can certainly 

consider (although you should still always research the market using the methods above).  

 

If  you feel that this does not apply to you don’t panic - ask yourself….WHAT SELLS? Go to 

your local bookstore and browse the best-sellers…a sure-fired way of telling you what people are 

buying. Beyond that, here are some timeless topics that people will always buy information 

about: 
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• Health & beauty. 

• Saving or making money. 

• Creating/saving time. 

• Being more comfortable. 

These are some of the subject categories that always seem to sell…and probably will continue 

doing so for a long time. 

 

Some Writing Tips For Creating Superb Products In Record Time 

 

There are certain things that you should keep in mind when writing any info-product. The 

following tips will help you create your product with more ease and efficiency: 

 

 

1. Create A Brief -  A brief simply is an overall plan for your book – what do you plan to 

achieve with it, what the general subject will be, who it is aimed to help and how long it 

is going to be. This will prepare your mind and get it ready to deliver the outstanding 

content that’s going to be in your book. 

2. Create An Outline – You will begin the writing process only after identification and 

research of the topic. If you’re at this stage pat yourself on the back because you have 

got hold of a topic that has good potential. Before actually writing the book you should 

mark out an outline with the points that you wish to include. I usually do this on a pad 

and at this stage I include absolutely anything that I could potentially include in the info-

product. Here is where your snooping about at forums really pays off – you should 

already have a hot list of topics to write about. 
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3. Create An Outline For Your Sales Page – This may seem strange but as you compose 

your outline for the book you may also want to draw one up for your sales page. Why? 

Because you can jot down the main benefits of your products now, one by one, while 

they are fresh in our mind. Remember, we’re just concerned about the outline right now 

so don’t worry about getting the wordings just right – just write! 
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4. Pick The Final Topics You Are Going To Include – Now you’re ready to finalise your 

topics list – ask yourself what of your listed potential topics would YOU most want 

covered if you had just purchased your book. 

5. Now Start Writing – Using your identified topics start writing your book. The key thing 

at this stage is not to worry about formatting or editing, spelling and so on – that will all 

be done at the end. For now get the bulk of the material in.  

6. Edit & Format – Once you have finished writing the bulk of your book you will have to 

go back and edit/format it. The chances are that your book looks a bit rough and untidy. 

Here’s where you organize the content into the best format. Read over your work and 

catch any sentences that look odd. Decide if there is anything you can add or remove 

from the book. Run the spellchecker. 

 

Creating A Sales Page 

 

You can create the best info-product in the hottest niche around and yet end up failing miserably 

when it comes to sales. How? Your sales letter is simply not good enough. It doesn’t have the 

punch that entices your prospects to click on that buy button. So how can you change this? 

 

You need to follow the below basic rules for putting together a sales page. Entire books have 

been written on developing quality sales pages but if you’re just starting out here are a few things 

that you should remember when creating your sales page: 
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• Follow the rules of AIDA – Attention, Interest, Desire and Action. So what does this 

mean? Well you must first grab your readers Attention by creating a KNOCKOUT title 

and some good graphics. Now these are important because if the title fails to hold your 

readers interest then BANG – you’ve lost your visitor and the sale, probably forever. You 

then need to stimulate the readers interest. Can you think how you could do this? Well 

you can start by highlighting the main benefits of using your info-product. What 

problems will your eBook solve for the reader? Why should they spend time continuing 

to read your copy let alone following it all the way down to the order link? Then you 
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need to create desire for your product – demonstrate how easy your readers life will be if 

they purchase your eBook. What trials and heartaches are you saving them? What joy and 

prosperity will you bring them? Testimonials and bonuses can both add to the desire 

element of your salespage. Finally, you must urge the reader to take action. Impose a time 

limit on your price or include some time-sensitive bonuses to achieve this. 

 

• As we saw above, the headline is crucial to the success of your sales letter. You must try 

and communicate one or two of the biggest benefits within the headline to compel the 

reader to keep watching. 

 

• The spacing out of your sales letter is important – use an uncluttered format and break 

paragraphs down into smaller chunks to maintain your readers interest. Using bullets are 

a good way of communicating the benefits and advantages of using your product. 

 

• Talk about your customer – always communicate what your customer gains by 

purchasing your product. Do not rattle on about yourself or your achievements (except 

maybe a little bit for proof that you know what you’re talking about). 

 

• Make your writing style PERSONABLE – You do not have the luxury of seeing or 

talking to your prospect so it’s very important that you add energy to your writing. Use 

energetic words and phrases (without overdoing it). One good way is to pretend that 

you’re writing to your best friend – you’d be surprised how natural your writing will 

come out if you try doing that. 

 

• You can create the appearance of reliability quite easily by applying a few easy 

techniques. Prove your contact details (a physical address and number are desired) and 

detail your privacy policy (for example, stress that all emails collected for newsletters 

will be kept strictly confidential). If you have read the part about accepting payment you 

will have chosen secure servers such as Paypal or Clickbank to accept payments. 
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• Include your Unique Selling Point – that is the thing that makes you different from all 

the other providers out there. If you have competition for your eBook for example, your 

USP may be a free bonus that is only available through you. 

 

• Tell them WHY – studies have shown that you can significantly improve the conversion 

rate of your product simply by indicating WHY you have made such a special offer. Is it 

a marketing promotion? A special low pricing trial? If you have too low a price and no 

reason as to “why” the bargain, it may deter some customers from purchasing from you. 

 

• You can really force your customers to order by reminding them of the pain they will 

face if they do not order, and the benefits they will gain if they do. Use this 

psychological reminder close to your order links and your sales conversion can 

significantly improve. 

 

• Talk in comparative terms about how valuable your product is. For example if you have 

a book costing $29 you can state all your benefits and then remind the reader that the full 

cost of this amazing, life-changing resource costs less than a casual meal in a standard 

restauraunt. 

 

• Have a method of capturing your prospects email address. Good ways are by offering 

bonuses/newsletters with high perceived value. It has been proven that it usually takes 

between 7 to 10 contacts with a prospect to establish trust so most of your prospects may 

not buy until then. By capturing their emails you are showing that you have valuable 

solutions to their problems and they are likely to buy from you again in the future. This is 

a key part of your marketing so ensure that you collect their email addresses (legitimately 

of course). 

 

• Develop a habit of testing your sales letters and headlines – then improve on them.  
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Money From Home Resource Vault – Creating Your Own Info-Products  

 

At the end of this book you will have access to the Money From Home Resource Vault. You 

can download the below products from there. 

 

The Info-Product Creation section has the following resources: 

 

How To Add Audio To Your Website For Free  - Think adding quality audio to your 

website is difficult? It isn’t with this package.  

 

Tranzition Software - Create Lots Of Special Effects On Your Website -  

By downloading the following software (Tranzitionz) you’re going to be able to customize 

your sales page with almost any feature you would want. These include:  

·        Special effects on entry and exit.  

·        Create “presentation style” webpages.  

·        Add TV-Presentation styled special effects on your site.  

·        You can rotate different effects.  
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SPORTS ARBITRAGE – THE STRANGE INTERNET DISCREPANCY THAT CAN 
MAKE YOU MONEY FROM HOME, EVERYDAY 

 

This section of the book will show you everything you need to know to produce a regular income 

from a very profitable loophole that has been brought about by the internet and the masses of 

online bookmakers that have (and continue to) sprung up. This wonderful little loophole can 

never be regulated or closed down and the beauty of it is that as the internet grows, the number 

of opportunities that this loophole will make available will multiply. 

 

We’re talking about “Sports Arbitrage Investment” – stay with me here as if you’ve never heard 

of it, or never done it, it may seem a little strange at first.  

 

What Exactly Is Sports Arbitrage Investment? 

 

As far as we are concerned an arbitrage is simply an anomaly that exists because the internet has 

truly made the world of sports betting an easy and global marketplace. There are now throngs of 

online bookies entering the internet betting business - more and more are also forming and this is 

great news for us because it will only increase the number of already plentiful arbitrage 

opportunities that we can pick from. An arbitrage opportunity is formed when different bookies 

have different prices for different outcomes in a particular sporting event. The bottom line is that 

we can place bets to cover both (all) outcomes with different bookies and get back more than we 

invested. The best way is to investigate with an example: 

 

The Big Game – Leicester vs Ipswich Town (English Football) – We have different 

bookmakers who give different odds for certain outcomes in this game: 

 

Bet 365 – 3.20 for Ipswich Win 

Macauslot – 3.4 For Leicester win 

Macauslot – 3.3 For Draw 
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As you can see, all possible outcomes are covered – the game can either be won by either one of 

the teams or it can be drawn. No other result is possible. 

 

Now, lets see in each case how much we would need to invest in order to get back £100: 

 

Bet 365 – 3.20 for Ipswich Win = 100/3.20 = £31.25 investment 

Macauslot – 3.4 For Leicester win = 100/3.40 = £29.41 investment 

Macauslot – 3.3 For Draw = 100/3.3 = £30.30 investment 

 

In the above case, we invest £90.96 and are guaranteed a return of £100. This is a £9.04 profit, 

guaranteed without doing anything at all. Believe it or not opportunities like these become 

available every single day…and you could profit from them! 

 

Do you now see why you can never possibly lose when using arbitrage? You know your exact 

profit before a ball is even kicked or a stroke played. You need no knowledge of the sports that 

you bet on. You simply make this easy calculation, put on your bets and collect your free cash.  

 

What you have learned with these real life examples is the outrageously simple calculation that 

we do to determine whether an arbitrage opportunity is present. In later chapters you’re going to 

discover the secrets on how to uncover as many arbitrage opportunities a day as you want. There 

are certain places where high paying arbitrage opportunities can be cherry picked, and once you 

know the easy secrets behind this you’ll be well on your way to making as much money as you 

want everyday for just a few minutes of work. And of course, you’ll also get those two websites 

that will actually list the real-time arbitrage opportunities available to you right now! Just place 

your investments and collect your cash in a couple of hours.  

 

Why Do Arbitrage Opportunities Occur? 
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Arbitrage opportunities occur when there are differences of opinion on a particular sporting 

event between two or more bookmakers. Remember that thanks to globalization and the internet 

you can use an online bookmaker who is based anywhere in the world. There are many reasons 

why bookmakers may offer wildly different odds on the same sporting event. For a start, many 

bookmakers overstretch themselves when offering odds – they try and cover every possible 

market to get as many customers as possible. This is great news for us because in doing so they 

will sometimes offer odds on events that they have little or no expert knowledge in. For example, 

a bookmaker in the USA may know very little about English Division 2 football games, and yet 

offer odds on them. In contrast, an English bookmaker will be much more “clued up” as to the 

likely outcomes from the same games. The result? Wildly different odds on the same games, and 

a feast of arbitrage opportunities and free money for us. And remember, everyday more and 

more online bookmakers are entering the highly lucrative online gambling market – this is great 

news for us because the number of juicy arbitrage opportunities will grow well into the future! 

Also, bookmakers are busy people – and when they are forced to offer odds in pressurized 

situations they can sometimes make mistakes! Again – leading to a nice stream of easy arbitrage 

pickings. 

 

Arbitrage opportunities occur in all events that bookies offer odds on – some produce results of 

just 4% or 5% while other can pay out in double and triple digits. In all cases, assuming you do 

your maths correctly (or something strange happens such as the game being abandoned) you are 

guaranteed to earn the cash.  
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Money From Home Resource Vault – Finding Daily Sports Arbitrage Opportunities  

 

You may wonder, how you will ever find the time to source arbitrage opportunities – after all 

you’re going to be involved with eBay, selling resale rights, creating your own info-products and 

more! Do not worry, I’m going to give you the details of a website that will give you daily 

arbitrage opportunities absolutely free: 

 

1. Odds Exchange (http://www.oddsexchange.com/servlet?cat=surebets) 

2. Betbrain (http://www.betbrain.com/odds/surebets.jsp?site=0) 
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GOOGLE ADSENSE – THE SENSATIONAL NEW MODEL FOR MAKING MONEY 
FROM HOME (AND WITHOUT SELLING A THING!) 

 

You must have seen them – fire up google, search for any term and almost certainly you’ll see a 

bunch of adverts on the top and to the right of your search results (they tend to be in boxes and 

highlighted). 

 

For the work-from-home enthusiast Google Adsense is a total dream. You can set-up a website, 

pour in content and hey presto, Google Adsense serves up adverts directly related to that content. 

Then you drive traffic to your site and earn money every time your visitors click upon your 

adverts. You do not have to sell a thing – this is an income stream that you really should be 

jumping all over. 

 

Before starting let me tell you, there is a LOT to learn about setting up Google ads correctly. 

Some people are earning hundreds of dollars a day with Adsense – a more realistic short term 

target for you may be about $50 or so per day.  

 

Money From Home Resource Vault – Google Adsense  

 

You’re about to get access to a sensational  book worth at least $97 that will show you, step by 

step, how to profit with Google Adsense. There are over 100 pages of content here that you 

should take on board before starting on your road to Adsense Riches: 

 

Adsense Empire – How To Make Money By Adding Google Adsense To Your Websites – 

The ultimate resource for profiting with Google Adsense is waiting for you inside the Money 

From Home Resource Vault! 
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CONCLUSION – AND A CALL FOR ACTION 
 

You have now a complete suite of methods to get you started making money all from the 

comfort of your own home. These are not pie in the sky schemes – all have been proven to work, 

and people just like you are using them and finding that earning money from home is very 

possible. 

 

Would you like to join them? I bet you do – well then now is the time to take action! Go over 

everything you have learned again – and above all take action and start doing things. Once you 

get a small taste of success, it will build your confidence and get some momentum going. Before 

long one income stream will turn to two…and three. Over time you will see that your part time 

home income will slowly grow into one that is able to support you fully.  

 

You have heard the saying, every journey begins with one step – why not take your first step 

today? 

 

THE WORK FROM HOME RESOURCE VAULT 
 

I’m sure you’re quite keen on getting hold of the fantastic resources that are inside the Vault. 

You’re but moments away – even after you get them you have the chance of learning many more 

genuine ways of earning money from home via my “Wealth From Home Newsletter”. You’ll 

see how when you visit The Vault. 

 

Get Instant Access To The Money From Home Resource Vault Right Now. 

 

After visiting the page simply fill in the simple form and you will be sent the download link for 

the vault immediately along with a free subscription to the instant-home-wealth newsletter. 
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If you have enjoyed this book, and would like many more resources, books, software – all with 

resale rights to allow you to be even more profitable then pop into the Digital Resale Rights 

Club. It’s an amazing resource for anyone wishing to make money from home. 

 

FINALLY – CLAIM YOUR FREE BONUS HERE 

 

http://www.global-ebooks.com/bundlety26111975.htm 

 

The download link for the free bonuses that came with this package are available using the above 

link. 
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$3,749 Of Premium Resale Rights, Private Label Rights, Software & More For A Few 

Dollars… 
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